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Outline
•Collaboration overview
•Collaborative work overview
•Deliverables

The nuclear data cycle & SBEND
•Theory & evaluation (T&E) @ intersection
− Observed differential, basic physics data
− User needs/Applications

§ Basic science
§ Nuclear security
§ Nuclear energy

•T&E provides
− Overarching: Technical/physics guidance
− Concrete: Nuclear data parameters

§ Nuclear structure parameters
§ Smooth (differentiable) reaction cross section data
§ & these data should be consistent
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Collaboration personnel
•M. Paris (PI, LANL)
− Staff scientist Theoretical Divison (T-2)
− Consultant to IAEA (standards, R-matrix, Int. Nucl. Data Evaluation Network)
− NNDC Cross section evaluation working group (CSEWG) member

•D. Brown (co-PI, BNL)
− Staff scientist Nucl. Science & Technology Dept.
− Head National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC); CSEWG Chair; ENDF Manager
− USNDP Chair
− Chair GNDS Expert Group OECD/NEA-WPEC

• I. Thompson (co-PI, LLNL, Fellow APS/IoP)
− Staff scientist Nuclear Data & Theory Group
− USNDP POC
− Consultant IAEA (R-matrix, INDEN-LE)

•G. Hale (co-Inv, LANL, Fellow APS)
− Staff scientist T-Division (T-2) [50+ years!]
− Evaluator for most of the light-element evaluations in ENDF/B

•A. Lovell (co-Inv, LANL)
− Staff scientist T-Division (T-2)
− Recent recipient of 2022 FRIB Theory Award (Bayesian analysis & UQ)
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Collaboration work: motivation
•Neutrino detection: 13C(𝛼,nx)16O     x = 0,…,3
− KamLAND detector neutrino spectrum

§ Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 062501 (2020) [Febbraro et al.]
− agrees well with ENDF/B-VII.1 & ENDF/B-VIII.0 based on LANL R-matrix evaluations

§ “we encourage the KamLAND collaboration to assess the impact of these new results.”

•Beyond standard-model (BSM) physics
− putative BSM candidate X17

§ 7Li(p,e+e−)αα
§ require better determinations of isovector & isoscalar M1 transitions 8Be system

− Sterile neutrinos and other exotica
§ use Big Bang nucleosynthesis as precision probe [PRD 93, 083522 (2016)]
§ requires ~ 1% accuracy in light-element cross sections

•Nuclear science & engineering
− Traditional reactors – BW, PWR, CANDU, …

§ H, C, N & O neutron moderators
− Next generation reactors

§ Coolant: FLiBe
§ Molten salt: F, Cl, Na
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Collaboration work: Objectives & Focus Areas
(FI) Improved physics models and code tools for evaluated nuclear data
•R-matrix
− 𝑧, 𝑧!𝛾 ; 𝑧, 𝑧′ = 𝑛, 𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑡, ℎ("𝐻𝑒), 𝛼
− Extend current techniques to compute:

•Coupled-channels
− incorporate statistical 𝛾 decays into existing primary (capture) and secondary 𝛾 production in 

CC approach (FRESCO)

•Transitions from low-energy (resolved resonances) à high-energy (unresolved)
− R-matrix / CC / optical models: unification under Feshbach-Reich-Moore approach

(FII) Machine-learning code modernization
− Resonance identification/classification (decision trees)
− Fitting optimization (supervised learning)
− Uncertainty quantification (Mixture density networks)

(FIII) Data formatting, storage, and transmission
− [See codes table on a subsequent slide]

Modern Structure-based Nuclear Data Evaluations for Basic Science, Nuclear Safety & Security P.I.: M. Paris

Fortunately, there is a wealth of higher-energy two-body elastic data, reaction data, and inelastic data –
both for neutron detection and � ray detection – on nuclei of interest (C,N,O) for this proposal. The data
spans the range in incident neutron energies En (in the laboratory frame of reference) from near-thermal to
20 MeV. In particular, there is angle-integrated data[103–105], unpolarized angular distributions[103, 104,
106–112] polarization observable angular distributions[113–117] and 12C(n, z) reaction observables, where
z = ↵[118–129], z = p[130–134], z = d[133, 135].

A similar situation obtains for the 16N ⇠ n ⌦ 15N and 17O ⇠ n ⌦ 16O systems, which have also been
extensively measured.

Improved physics model for R-matrix approach

The standard approach for treating the z0� � final state is given in Ref.[136] and references therein. The
topic was recently revisited and applied in an R-matrix context in Ref.[102] for secondary � rays. The basic
form for the angular distribution (of unpolarized or polarized projectiles and ejectiles (�, n, p, d, . . . )) is
given by the expression

d�

d⌦z0d⌦�
=

d�

d⌦z0

W (⌦z0�)

4⇡
, (13)

where d�
d⌦z0

is the inelastic angular distribution of the outgoing neutron or charged-particle secondary and
W , which depends on the angle between the secondary particle and photon, is the secondary correlation
function. (We are suppressing polarization labels here.) The inelastic scattering angular distribution factor
is related to the existing R-matrix evaluation as discussed in the previous, background section, and depends
on the set of partial wave TB⇤z0,Az matrix elements for the process A(z, z0)B⇤. Here, A is the target nucleus
– for example A=C,N,O – and B⇤ is the residual excited state nucleus, which decays as B⇤ !B+�. The
code and analysis infrastructure to compute this factor already exists within the both the LANL ����90 and
the LLNL ������ code suite infrastructures.

The secondary correlation function, W is also computed from the set of partial wave TB⇤z0,Az matrix
elements that are relevant for the various accessible multipole de-excitations of B⇤ !B+�. The standard
theory[136] for these transitions will be applied to the cases of interest in Table 1. We might reiterate here
that, from the evaluation point-of-view, the utility of the z

0 � � correlation data is that provides additional
constraints to existing evaluations at higher energies.

Additional theoretical work, described in the next section, will be delivered in order to ensure that
the R-matrix approach and the coupled-channel approaches yield a consistent, continuously di�erentiable
evaluated realization of the observed data.

Improved physics model for CC approach for (z, z0�) reactions

There are several mechanisms for � (photon) production within a coupled-channels formulation of the
system at the high energies above resolved resonances. First there are direct or primary gamma rays, when
the projectile and the target system emits a first photon to take it from the initial scattering state to a discrete
state at some lower energy, usually one closed to further particle emission. This photon is distinguished in
the center-of-mass frame by having an energy equal to a fixed o�set from the energy of the initial system, and
is typically generated by an E1 or E2 electromagnetic multipole operator. This gives a well-defined angular
distribution for a specific energy.

Secondly, � may be produced by the decay of the excited states, such as those states populated by
the collective or single-particle inelastic or transfer mechanisms, as described above for coupled-channels
calculations. Both the R-matrix and coupled-channel methods predict not only the cross-section for those
states, but also the magnetic (m) sub-state distribution for the 2I + 1 levels of a spin-I state. For the

13
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Collaborative work targeting objectives
I. Effectiveness USNDP
II.Multi-user
III.SC/NP support

•T1: Evaluations
•T2: Theory
•T3: Codes
− analysis
− development

sgn

1 Timeline

2023 2024 2025

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
T1-Eval

NN

13
C

17
O

8
Be

15
N

(others)

T2-Theory

(z, z0�)

FRM

HE

T3-Code

C1

ML1
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Figure 1: Timeline for main tasks (T1, T2, T3) described in the section on Proposed Research &
Methods. The designations for subtasks of each main task are given for T1 evaluations in terms of

the compound system; the theoretical e↵ort encompassed by T2 are designated by the secondary �
process development (z, z0�), the connection between the low-energy R matrixand coupled-channel

approach via the Feshbach-Reich-Moore (FRM), and the HE allows for additional theoretical e↵ort

on determining the high-energy evaluations and their consistency with the low-energy. The coding

task, T3, are subtasked according to the designations on the previous page.

1

Fiscal Years
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Collaborative work: broad overview
Category Material SBEND Elements

Structural Al, steel, AM material H, C, N, O

Controlled substances Conventional explosives, 
pharmaceuticals, chemical  agents, 
SNM

H, C, N, O, F, P

Intervening (shielding) Poly, H2O, n abs, Pb, W H, Li, Be, B, C, O

Detector Org & inorg scint, semicon, housings, 
PMT

He, He, C, O

Source Detector housing, source reactions Li, Be

•Materials of interest
− Light elements

§ methods constraint
− First priority

§ H, C, N, O
− Follow-up

§ He, Li, Be, B

•Elemental processes of 
interest
− SBEND initial 

prioritization
§ subject to need

− DOE/SC & NNSA 
motivation

Modern Structure-based Nuclear Data Evaluations for Basic Science, Nuclear Safety & Security P.I.: M. Paris

this proposal. The tasking described in this section is primarily organized around the generation, production
and distribution for specific evaluations with primacy on the production of the nuclear data files. Concurrent
with this production of the evaluated nuclear data files, produced in various formats of relevance to nuclear
structure, decay, and reactions, is the theoretical analysis and numerical implementation of improvements to
the code tools, some of which were described in the previous section.

In the following subsections, we will detail the proposed research, which addresses the three focus areas
(FI, FII, & FIII) described above, in terms of tasks: T1) the production of nuclear data files from new evalu-
ations; T2) theoretical analysis to ensure consistent evaluations; and T3) numerical code implementations to
improve e�ciency and automation of the evaluation pipeline in Fig. 3.

Priority evaluations DOE-SC user interest NNSA user interest
1H(n, n)1H; 1H(n, �)2H;
2H(�, n)1H

Reference/monitor cross section;
BBN

Reference/monitor for various
actinides, e.g.235U(n, f);
Non-proliferation/interrogation

6Li(d,↵)4He; 7Li(p, �/�⇤)8Be BSM physics; BBN Nuclear security
12C(n, n0

�)12C; 12C(↵, �)16O;
12C(↵,↵0

�)12C
Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure

Secondary �-rays
non-proliferation/interrogation

13C(↵, �)17O; 13C(↵, �)16O;
13C(↵,↵0

�)13C
Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure; Neutrino-detection
backgrounds

Secondary �-rays
non-proliferation/interrogation

14N(n, n)14N; 14N(n, p)14C;
14N(n,↵)11B; 14N(n, n0

�)14N
Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure

Secondary �-rays
non-proliferation/interrogation

15N(n, n0
�)15N;

15N(p,↵0
�)12C;

Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure

Secondary �-rays
non-proliferation/interrogation

16O(n,↵)13C; 16O(�⇤,↵)12C;
16O(n, n0)16O⇤;
16O(n, n0

�)16O;

Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure; Neutrino-detection
backgrounds

Secondary �-rays
non-proliferation/interrogation

Table 1: Evaluations of priority for the proposed work.
T1) New evaluation work

Exploiting the long history and experience represented by the collaboration members, with our current,
stable existing code infrastructure, will allow us to make rapid progress (see the Timeline in the next section)
on providing evaluated nuclear data files. It’s perhaps important to point out that a significant number
of light-element evaluations in the current evaluated nuclear data library, ENDF/B-VIII.0[15], are based
on evaluations carried out by the members of the proposal collaboration. Extending and refining these
evaluations is a central focus of this proposed work.

The evaluations in Table 1 are encompassed by the following compound systems:

NN ⇠ (� ⌦ 2H)� (n⌦ p)� (p⌦ p)� (n⌦ n), (14)
8Be ⇠ (�/�⇤ ⌦ 8Be)� (n⌦ 7Be)� (p⌦ 7Li)� (d⌦ 6Li), (15)
13C ⇠ (� ⌦ 13C)� (n⌦ 12C)� (n⌦ 12C

⇤
(Ej)� (↵⌦ 9Be)� (p⌦ 12B)� (d⌦ 11B), (16)

15N ⇠ (� ⌦ 15N)� (n⌦ 14N)� (p⌦ 14C)� (n⌦ 14N
⇤
(Ek))� (↵⌦ 11B)� (d⌦ 13C), (17)

17O ⇠ (� ⌦ 17O)� (n⌦ 16O)� (↵⌦ 13C)� (n⌦ 16O
⇤
(El))� (↵⌦ 13C

⇤
(Em))

� (p⌦ 16N)� (d⌦ 15N), (18)

where we have included channels of relevance for incident neutron laboratory energies En . 15 MeV
with residuals (the heavier member of the channel). We do not explicitly indicate the channels relevant for

19
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Collaboration work: methods & approach
•Multi-channel R-matrix
•Coupled-channel approach
•Machine learning algos
− BRR, MDN, QUILTR

Interior region 
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FIG. 5. A plot of a decision tree using our guess to the 5 most relevant features. The more solid the color, the more pure
the sample. If the box is white, it means there is an even split in purity. The number of splits the tree makes down one path
defines its depth. The goal in the decision tree algorithm is to have only solid colored boxes in the deepest nodes (i.e. perfectly
pure samples that have minimized the entropy of the set).

end of RRR (a common evaluation problem that really is
a miss-assigned resonance problem) and enables a better
determination of URR average parameters. For practi-
cal applications, correct spin group assignments will also
improve the prediction of angular distributions from the
RRR and thus improve calculations of neutron leakage.
Our algorithm allows the development of automated cor-
rections to the Atlas of Neutron Resonances and thus
enables the development of systematics by L with a pos-
sibility to determine average spacings and widths by both
L and J . Finally, this system may allow some basic
physics checks, namely validating the channel theory of
fission with robust ⌫f extraction, valence neutron capture
predictions, and can provide fundamental tests of Ran-
dom Matrix Theory upon which our scheme is based.
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Appendix A: Generating training data

Supervised machine learning algorithms, such as those
used in this work, rely on having a large amount of la-
beled data for training purposes. In contrast to tradi-
tional methods where the solution physics needs to be
well understood and hand-coded into a program, the
power of machine learning algorithms is that if enough
labeled experimental data is provided, the machine learn-
ing algorithm will learn the solution physics from the
training data, without a need for an explicit solution
formulation. In our case synthetic training data, indis-
tinguishable from real data, can be generated from the
well understood statistical properties of nuclear scatter-
ing physics described in section II B 2. This makes it

R-matrix

Coupled-channel methods

Machine learning

Decision tree @ 5 nodes

EDAf90 
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Deliverable example
T2: Improved physics modeling and theoretical work
•Central theory effort: develop analytical, numerical 

tools to calculate, e.g. 16O(𝑛, 𝑛!𝛾)16O
•New work on 3𝐻 𝑑, 𝑛𝛾 4𝐻𝑒:
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Nuclear data evaluation workflow
R-matrix example

Modern Structure-based Nuclear Data Evaluations for Basic Science, Nuclear Safety & Security P.I.: M. Paris

i for all the processes that couple to a given compound system N
Z . These features are demonstrated for

the case of the 13C compound system in Fig. 3. This flow chart demonstrates the evaluation procedure
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Figure 3: Evaluation pipeline for the ����90 code implementation of the phenomenological R-matrix ap-
proach.

for a given compound system (here, 13C). Single experiment observations are defined as experimentally
determined scattering and reaction data for unpolarized and polarized energy, angular, and coupled energy-
angle distributions. Examples of these single observables are the total cross section �tot(E), integrated cross
section �(E), double di�erential angle- and energy-dependent distributions d�/d⌦, and various energy
and angle dependent observables related to the polarization state of the projectile and target (denoted in
Fig. 3 by the symbols Ay, Cxx0 , Kx0

x , ⌃(�), . . . [72]). Once these single observables are compiled into the
compound-system data deck the evaluation is carried out by minimizing Eq. (11).

The resulting set of R-matrix parameters p = {E�, ��,c} a�ords a complete description of the evaluated
compound system and provides nuclear-data outputs for both the scattering and reaction data and for the
structure and decay data, as shown at the right-hand side of Fig. 3. The scattering and reaction data is encoded
in formats convenient for users; currentR-matrix code infrastructure provides for formatting of the scattering
and reaction data as functions of energy, angle and energy-angle in the ENDF-6 format[73]. (However, the
Generalized Nuclear Database Structure (GNDS)[74], is the preferred, modern format, whose encoding is
part of the proposed work and will be discussed below.) Further – and simultaneously with the generation of
the continuous scattering and reaction data – the R-matrix parameters p = {E�, ��,c} are used to compute
the resonance properties of the compound system. The structure and decay data includes parameters for
the properties of the j

th resonance – its resonance mass (or excitation energy) Ej , the total width �tot,j ,
the partial widths (proportional to branching fractions) to channel c, �j,c, and the asymptotic normalization
constants Cj,c[75]. These important parameters are represented in various formats for USNDP maintained
nuclear data repositories such as the Reference Input Parameter Library (RIPL)[76], the Evaluated Nuclear
Structure Data Format (ENSDF)[77], the Nuclear Data Evaluation Project (NDEP)[78], and the Atlas of
Neutron Resonances (ANR)[79].

The structure and decay nuclear data – also referred to as resonance parameters – can be represented in a
variety of complementary, yet equivalent, forms. These forms are referred to here and in the literature (see, for
example, Ref.[80]) as i) R-matrix parameters (described in the previous paragraph); ii) T -matrix poles; and
iii) Brune alternative parameters. (Breit-Wigner parameters, sometimes conflated with these representations,
are not equivalent resonance parameters.) As will be discussed below in the Project Objectives, FIII. Data
formatting, storage, and transmission we will employ the ��������� script, developed at LLNL[81] to
generate these important structure and decay parameters upon completion of the R-matrix evaluation.

In addition to the production of important data parameters for nuclear structure, decay and reactions,
the LANL ����90 R-matrix code generates parameter covariance information, upon reaching a solution.

9

• Four phases of Evaluation
− Assess single experiment observables
− Compile all process (total, elastic, inelastic, reaction, polarization)
− Model / parametrization fitting
− Production of Reaction Data and Structure & Decay Data
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Experimental data desiderata

•General rule
− the more differential, the better: 
− from Good→Better

§ 𝜎!"! → 𝜎 𝐸 → 𝜎 𝐸, 𝜃 → �⃗� 𝐸, 𝜃
− Who is going to measure polarization observables in the future?

•Better kinematical coverage
− projectile energy E'() ≤ 20 MeV
− angular 

•Higher precision with higher energies and larger compound systems
− As 𝐴 increases, Δ𝐸* decreases

§ energy resolution needs increase
− As E'() projectile increases, higher−ℓ contributions

§ angular resolution needs increase
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Going forward

• Post-doc search
− Being run through LANL with online interview talks

•Communication
− Listserv
− Regular meetings

§ Biweekly = “once every two weeks” à these have been occurring since  

•Code & document sharing options
− BNL-based: NNDC gitlab; listserv
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Thanks for your attention
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Deliverables: Code development 
FIII. Data formatting, storage, and transmission

•Code capabilities & development driven by
− FOA objectives
− Evaluation needs: higher 𝐴, 𝐸 (number of nucleons, reaction energies)

Code name Purpose Language Improvements

EDAf90 R-matrix calc/fitting Fortran90/95 Full (𝑧, 𝑧’γ); integration

RESPAR Resonance parameters Fortran77 Python/ENDFtk/FERDINAND

FRESCO Coupled-channel/R-matrix Fortran90/95 GPU

RFLOW GPU/fast optimization R-matrix Python/TensorFlow Multi-GPU

FERDINAND R-matrix parameter handler Python Concurrent covariance matrix

SPECT (𝑧, 𝑧’γ) Fortran77 Full theory; Fortran2008 

STEEP ⟨𝜎𝑣⟩ Fortran77 NJOY module/Python

NDIOUT Multigroup 𝜎 Fortran77 NJOY module/Python

COVAR/ANGCOV ⟨𝜌# 𝐸 𝜌$ 𝐸% ⟩ Fortran77 NJOY module/Python

QUILTR MCMC parameter optimization Python Integration with R-matrix

BRR [scikit-learn] Resonance classification and 
optimization

Python Integration with R-matrix, CC, 
for global optimization


